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ITERATIVE ANALYSIS OF DOCUMENT COLLECTIONS




We extract, recognize and index contents.
From lots of old and damaged images…
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Image file Town / Place Kind of sale Sale reference
00071.jpg Abbeville dist_etampes 143
00071.jpg Abbeville loi_ventose 1520
…to database.






Unexpected things will happen
Human help is required
Example: 18th century documents 4
Example: Handling under-segmentations
Usually: correct errors during post-processing
Our approach: correct errors during the analysis




Number detection and 






3. Add a zone for each number,





3. Add a missing separator 
(pen stroke?)
Costly operation













 Early error correction
 Limited error propagation
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Post-processing: complex and costly
During the analysis: Lighter correction cost?
Constraints for human interaction
How to interact? Be efficient.
• External information must be used to improve responses
• Interaction must be asynchronous 
– prevent the human and the system from waiting for each other
When interaction should be triggered?
• As soon as a problem happens
– Easy if automatic error detection is possible (ask a question)




Directed interaction [ICDAR 2011]
[system] detects errors automatically
[system] asks questions
[human] answers each questions
[system] uses the answers to progress
Spontaneous interaction
[system] shows detected elements
[human] makes corrections
[system] uses external information 
(if possible)
Human 










1. System architecture for an iterative analysis
Enabling a spontaneous interaction
2. Implementation of an iterative page analyzer
Using external information during page analysis
3. Experiments and results
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
FOR AN ITERATIVE ANALYSIS




























thanks to delayed 
communication
Iterative analysis of our documents









Here are the elements I detected…




Iterative analysis of our documents





















Step 2: Interactive session
Get data for P1
Show elements detected 
Corrections







Iterative analysis of our documents
operator
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Get data for P2






Iterative analysis of our documents 16








PS: Here are some user 
corrections
Store new data for P1
2
4
Get data for P1
1
Here are the elements I detected…
3
Iterative analysis of our documents 17









Store new data for P2
2
4





OF AN ITERATIVE PAGE ANALYZER
Using external information 
during page analysis
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We use a layered structure for page analysis
External information uses one more layer
This Visual Memory has 3 properties:
1. Same referential as the image
each element has a shape + a position
2. Information is available at any moment
3. Same access operations as image data







Merging external and image information
Page analyzer base design
Page Analyzer
Page model
• entities to locate and recognize
• relative and absolute positioning
• other properties with precise semantics
• analysis is guided by the description















Grammatical description Analyzer’s behavior associated 
to operators
New operator for spontaneous interaction
Page Analyzer
Page model
Tags at part of the description
Semantics: associated subpart of the 
analysis can be performed externally






New operator Associated behavior
If some element (with the right marker)
exists in the visual memory of the image
Then 
use this element as a result 
and return
Else 
perform the usual analysis
Without interaction
SPONTANEOUS(marker, Rule)
New operator for spontaneous interaction
Page Analyzer
Page model
Tags at part of the description
Semantics: associated subpart of the 
analysis can be performed externally






New operator Associated behavior
If some element (with the right marker)
exists in the visual memory of the image
Then 
use this element as a result 
and return
Else 
perform the usual analysis
With interaction
SPONTANEOUS(marker, Rule)
New operator for spontaneous interaction 25
• New information source: visual memory
• New separators can be provided externally










Add a zone for each number
797 960
Spontaneous interaction
Add a missing separators
VS







cost= # of actions
Post-processing
Quality objective for post-processing
GT
quality
Analysis and results 28
Analysis
• Localization quality: comparison with ground-truth
• Interaction cost: # of manual actions required
• Our approach (spontaneous interaction) : # of separators added
• Baseline (post-processing): # of number zones required to reach the same 
quality level


























Cost to reach S2 quality from S1
(# of actions)
Quality (# of zones rel. to GT)
CONCLUSION
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Spontaneous interaction can be efficient
• Human information should be provided
– Asynchronously 
– During the analysis
• When automatic error detection is not possible, 
spontaneous interaction is a good backup
– Reduce correction cost thanks to reprocessing
– Easy to implement in an existing system
• 4 components
• Iterative page analyzer
• Visual Memory
• Reduction of 30% of number of correction actions 
in the experiment shown (vs. post-processing)
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Going further
• Quality vs. cost for a complete scenario 
(ground-truthing)
• Evaluating interaction cost is complex
• Hybrid interactions
• “Interaction” “Human interaction”
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